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Aliens To Port Of New Orleans, La. USA INTRODUCTION Most lists are for ships that
sailed from Southern Italy, & Sicily. BUT MANY FROM ALL NATIONS There are many
lists naming hundreds of workers shipping to this port and then on to another state by way of
boat or overland. Welcome to this database of great information on your Italian ancestors who
entered the Port of New Orleans, Louisiana, United States of America. Years of sailings are
from 1800-1912 All lists includes given and surnames. Births, deaths and marriages, giving
as details as available. Information such as brides, grooms, parents , siblings, native land,
residence, minsters, wittnesses, sources, some inscriptions, and some obits. The material on
the list was taken from microfilm borrowed from Louisiana State Library, or ordered from the
National Archives. You can also order film from your local library or other sources available.
Genealogists are aware of the terrible misspelling of the Italian names, and also German.
French, even Emglish. Some changed their names at the port of entry on arrival. I have done
my best to read these badly damaged reels and to copy them exactly as they were written. Not
as I thought they should have been spelled. My effort has been to bring these lists to you as
they are, as though you could see them yourself. In some cases, some microfilm was too badly
damaged and hundreds of names are missing, unreadable, or destroyed. Some lists have large
numbers of missing passengers. Some were recorded wrong. I only copied what I could
decipher. In some cases the ship left one port and then stopped at another before making
arrival at Port of Quarantine down the MISSISSIPPI river from the Port of New Orleans,
Louisiana, United States of America, at ENGLISH TURNâ€•.. The Port Inspector and doctors
would board the ships there and examine all of the passengers. If anyone was contagious they
were kept onboard the ship until passed. If the disease was incurable they were always
deported by the same ship when it left port. Some families had to return back to Italy or any
country they came from because one family member was diseased. Some were deported
because they had not paid the fare or could not pay or were stowaways. Others just jumped
ship when it entered the mouth of the Mississippi River. Quarantine lasted about ten days or
until the port doctor was satisfied that the ill person was no longer a threat. At that point they
were brought into the Port of New Orleans, La. and the arms of waiting family. I am sure there
must have been many long days of waiting and wondering. * I do not claim this information is
correct, exact, or that I made no mistakes. That too is possible. I do have hard copies of these
lists. This was my best efforts to get you to the people you are looking for and then move on to
the micro film of the original passenger lists if needed. There is a large amount of
information available on each passenger around 1900 and later. I was unable to copy all
information as it would have taken many years. I strongly advise you to use this info to find
your ancestors and then look at the original lists for important particulars about that person or
family. In order to find your surname quickly, click on edit on the task bar in your text
program and go to the â€˜Findâ€™ feature . Next type the surname in the drop down window.
Click on, â€˜go toâ€™. If your surnames are there they will be highlighted in turn. In some
cases, the first four letters of your surnames will find you many names that may have been
over looked by one spelling. Click again to find any other surnames. I have even tried a
search for first names. Try the dates. That too will work wonders. Or, you can scan the whole
list. Be aware that spelling will most often be different then yours. Be flexible . Try many
spellings. Good hunting. Copyright/Shirley B NICHOLS/JULY/14/2011
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